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The Counterfeit Stones are more than a tribute to the Rolling 
Stones, they’re a complete re-enactment and with a healthy smattering of  
“Spinal Tap” humour, their performances take on an almost cartoon like air. 
Their attention to detail has earned them critical acclaim from a multitude of 
sources and whether it be a lick on the guitar or the wipe of an eyebrow, no 
stone is left unturned. The theatre production is essentially a mockumentary 
of the Rolling Stones’ colourful history from 1962. It’s played out in separate 
chchronological periods and includes a variety of spoof film clips which con-
veniently cover the costume and set changes. The repetoire, instruments and 
clothes faithfully match those of the originals in the eras depicted and the 
show has been affectionately described as a masterpiece in “ fraud rock & 
hookey nostalgia.”

The band formed in October 1991 and although there have been some 
personnel changes since then, the characters of course never change. 
They’ve played most major countries in the world and been booked by 
multinationals, British Royalty, and some of the most famous interna-
tional celebrities. Even Mick Jagger himself quoted The Counterfeit 
Stones as being, “ The Most famous Stones band in England ”. 
They’ve shared stages with Joe Cocker, Iggy Pop, Blur, ZZ Top, Bryan 
FFerry and many more.
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As the middle 60s swung the Stones now 
Carnaby Street Dandies were still seen as 
dangerous rebels and the band suffered for 
their reputation. Initially the music still 
twanged but a series of drug busts in ‘67 
forced the band into a temporary Moroccan 
exile and a disappointing experiment with 
psychedelic musicpsychedelic music.

“A perfect replica of the Stones”
WAKEFIELD EXPRESS

Have you seen your mother baby
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David Birnie has the distin-
guished task of playing not 
one but three legends.  The 
three very different styles of 
guitar have been beautifully 
mastered  by this versatile 
Scot who now lives in 
Bucks. “The guitar stuBucks. “The guitar stuff was 
a real challenge but there 
again so were the hair-dos”.
He’s been with the band 
since 2004. and learned his 
picking skills at Acton’s 
Guitar Institute.

Bill Lennon as well as being a gifted musician, 
offered the delight of the band being able to re-
cruit a ‘Lennon’ to play Keef. This was an im-
mense PR bonus and in October 2005 the band 
website proudly boasted, “Lennon joins the 
Stones”. Bill replaced Pete Whittard who’d 
been a founder member of the band in 1991.  
As the winner of the  student of the year award, 
at the aforementioned Acton Guitar Institute, 
Bill was a natural choice. “As well as the licks, 
Pete taught me the kicks and how to play a riff 
one handed, the other of course being free to 
hold a bottle of Jack Daniels”.

Alan Mian joined in August 2001. Another 
Guitar Institute recruit, Alan had been busy  
musically directing and playing bass in THE 
BLUES BROTHERS when news reached his 
ears of a vacancy with the Counterfeit 
Stones.The authentic rhythm cocktail the 
band had been seeking was evident imme-
diately  when Alandiately  when Alan’s bass started with the 
drums. When not being Bill, Alan likes to 
play jazz with his two brass playing broth-
ers. The Mian brothers are often hired as 
“The Wino Horns” to augment the bigger 
Stones’ shows.
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Steve Elson is the only founder member and never 
thought that 18 years after the band’s inception he’d 
still be scissor jumping his way around the globe.  
There was almost something fatalistic about his 
Stones’ destiny - his mimicry of the craggy one dates 
back to early childhood. “ When Not Fade Away came 
on the radio I’d turn into this jerking, twitching looney. 
When HermanWhen Herman’s Hermits come on I’d be sick”. He’s 
had no formal training but since leaving school has 
worked all his adult life in the Music Business where 
he’s learned a compendium of skills such as agency, 
management, production and publishing. This valuable 
experience has meant that the Counterfeit Stones 
have always been run on a truly professional basis.

John Prynn joined in April 1997 and was in-
troduced to the band by a Bootleg Beatle.   
Andre who plays George Harrison in the BBs 
had a favourite drummer for his private 
projects and as a mate of the Counterfeits 
put his name forward. His natural uncanny 
resemblance to Charlie Watts is the most 
fantastic coincidence as Johnfantastic coincidence as John’s loved play-
ing  Stones’ music all his life.  He has a 
background in graphic art and his creative 
set building has been invaluable to the 
band’s film making projects.

Holger Skepeneit although still the new boy, 
joined in 2006. Another Institute contact and 
originally from Frankfurt, he’s a fully fledged 
music professor. The Stones’ music has a 
special but often understated keyboard in-
gredient. The songs rarely require ‘in yer 
face’ ivories but their classy subtlety is 
often the final touch in making the sound often the final touch in making the sound 
either just okay or brilliant. Holger plays the 
parts of Nicky Popkiss and Chuck Ravel. As 
well as keyboards he plays the essential 
hand held percussion.

[chuck ravel]
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John Prynn who plays Charlie built an almost exact replica of the original Juke Box Jury TV studio set. The sketch was filmed in Chiddingfold’s social club.

Back stage at the Hyde Park 

Concert with a recreated 1950’ s 

naff caravan serving as a dress-

ing room



Nick’s apron was the inspiration 

for the “Really Cooking” sketch.
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Where the venue allows, the theatre show in-
cludes a series of spoof film clips. The foot-
age has been originally produced and in-
cludes amusing scenes depicting real and im-
agined events.

The idea is to treat the audience to a humerous 
fly-on-the-wall documentary covering the band’s 
development through the decades. Some of the 
fantasy scenes include mischievous sketches of 
Nick and Keef hosting their own cookery pro-
gramme and the band taking part in an instant 
food ad. These clips open both halves of the 
show and cover the costume and set changes.show and cover the costume and set changes.
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The short Ned Kelly sketch was filmed 

in John Prynn’s garden in Wimbledon. 

The helmet is a bucket with a piece of 

gaffer tape. The sketch ‘pay off’ gag 
was not planned but the result of Nick 

not being able to see.

Groovy Movies



Nick and Bianca’s Wedding.
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Keef appearing on Mastermind was ir-
resitable.

The Moroccan tent was built in John Prynn’s 

front room. The bright lighting employed in 

order to simulate desert sun almost gave the 

game away. In some shots you can see a hi fi 

and book shelf behind the sheets.

John Prynn built & dressed the cell 
from DIY materials. It was then con-
structed in his kitchen.
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We stage the “girl in a rug” drug bust 

that triggered the Mars bar rumour.

Jonathan Maitland is famous for expos-
ing scams on TV so we thought  the idea 
of being busted for counterfeiting on a 
fictitious ‘Scamerama’ programme would 
make a great clip.
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Mick Tailor-Made is abducted from 

the Salvation Army
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Mick Taylor’s recruitment as Brian Jones’ re-
placement was seen by some as a strange 
move. He was baby faced, teetotal and a 
vegetarian. 



“The band who fooled 
the BBC”

“They pulled it off
stunningly”

Dr. Strange Shelf

CHICHESTER
TIMES

THE SUN

Nick ‘n’ Jerry Hall



“Your contribution was
much remarked upon”

“Fake five are stirring stuff”

the noise Boyz

PENZANCE 
NEWSPAPER

PRINCE EDWARD

GLOUCESTER 
NEWSPAPER

“Note perfect Stones”

Nick and ‘er Majesty

“Long may these 
Kings of Rock ‘n’ Roll
reign”
BLACKPOOL NEWSPAPER



“The music 
was quite excellent”
BUCKINGHAM PALACE

The Counterfeit Stones have successfully toured 
the globe for nearly twenty years and during that 
time have played shows with audience capacities 
of up to 60, 000.  Their many fans include Bill Clin-
ton, Prince Edward, Lemmy, Mick Jagger , the Gal-
lagher bros, Jerry Hall and many many more.

“They were brilliant,
lively, energetic
and engaging”

TIME OUT

NICK DAGGER
KEEF RICKARD
CHARLIE MOTT
BILLHYMEN
BRYON JONES
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RONNIE B.GOODERONNIE B.GOODE
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NICKY POPKISS
CHUCK RAVEL
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BILL LENNON
JOHN PRYNN
ALAN MIAN

HOLGER SKEPENEIT

DAVE BIRNIE
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Dr. Mark Strange
Bill Eldis
Richard Hill
De Facto
Tom Wright
Chris Swanton & Steve ElsonChris Swanton & Steve Elson
Jennifer Sheridan
Mr. Prynn
Peppermint Print Ltd
Steve Elson
Paul Cox
Marilyn Kingwell
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John Stewart
Phil & Kim
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